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Hackathons (a combination of the terms hacking and marathon) are sprint-like events where multiple 
individuals with diverse skills gather to solve a specific problem through the application of software. 
Hackathons have been increasing in popularity and have been deployed in different industries and on 
different scales by both private and public entities. Successful innovations created by hackathons 
include Tinder, Lyft, and Facebook’s “like” button. While hackathons seem to be promising, questions 
about what rights arise in hackathons and who can stake a claim over the various inputs that create the 
ultimate innovation remain unexplored. While different hackathons may have different terms and 
conditions, a cursory examination of the practice in some industries shows that hackathon organizers 
claim ownership over any intellectual properties that may be developed by participants without any 
expectation of employment or partnership relationship between the parties. 
 
If these terms are common, their use could raise issues of fairness, especially if there are power 
imbalances or market factors forcing participants to provide these services on such heavily one-sided 
terms. Among other doctrines, the concept of unconscionability in contract law could be brought in to 
the governance of hackathons which use such harsh terms. The Vessel – a newly opened tourist 
attraction in New York City used one-sided terms and conditions which resulted in an uproar. The terms 
stated that the firm would own any photos, videos, and audio recordings in or of The Vessel created by 
customers. The uproar focused on the seemingly unfair rights grab by The Vessel. If publicized, the 
terms an overly one-sided hackathon might result in a similar outrage as unfair rights grab from a 
position of power.  
 
This paper will examine the practice of hackathons and how it interacts with the core doctrines in 
intellectual property law. The obvious places to start are the “works for hire” doctrine in copyright law 
and the distinction between “experimental use” and “public use” in patent law. In the copyright context, 
employers can own works created by their employees as long as the works were created in the context 
of their employment. Works created by independent contractors are generally owned by the authors 
baring a contract which assigns the intellectual property right to the employer. If hackathons organizers 
claim to own all the intellectual property from hackathons, then through that practice they may be 
owning rights that copyright law does not grant them by default. 
 
In the context of patent law, inventors can experiment with their ideas by disclosing their invention to a 
select number of people in a controlled environment without losing their ability to receive a valid 
patent right. However, if their experimentation is in an open setting without clear expectation of 
confidentiality, the experiment could be considered a “prior public use” and thereby invalidate an 
application for a patent right filed at a later point. These core doctrines raise the question of whether a 
hackathon which does not create any employment relationship or expectations of confidentiality may 
be risking the organizer’s ability to receive a patent right over the resulting invention(s). Furthermore, 
there seems to be a spectrum in the ways that contributors provide input into an innovative activity 
ranging from test groups which provide a very brief feedback on a product to full-time employees who 
provide long-term input on multiple products. Where do hackathons fall in this spectrum and what, if 
any, differentiates hackathon from other types of input that result in innovation? 
 


